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The advancements in hardware have drawn more attention than ever to high-quality offline rendering with modern stream processors, both in the industry and in research fields. However, the graphics APIs are fragmented and existing shading languages lack high-level constructs such as polymorphism, which adds complexity to developing and maintaining cross-platform high-performance renderers. We present LuisaRender*, a high-performance rendering framework for modern stream-architecture hardware. Our main contribution is an expressive C++-embedded DSL for kernel programming with JIT code generation and compilation. We also implement a unified runtime layer with resource wrappers and an optimized Monte Carlo renderer. Experiments on test scenes show that LuisaRender achieves much higher performance than existing research renderers on modern graphics hardware, e.g., 5–11× faster than PBRT-v4 and 4–16× faster than Mitsuba 3.

CCS Concepts: Computing methodologies → Ray tracing; Parallel programming languages; Software and its engineering → Domain specific languages.
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LuisaRender is open-source with applications at https://github.com/LuisaGroup.
1 INTRODUCTION
The demand to quickly render increasingly complex scenes is drawing attention to the development of high-performance rendering systems. Among the techniques, stream-processing architectures, typically GPUs with massive parallelism, are a prospective choice. Graphics hardware and software frameworks are emerging and evolving, yet accompanied by new challenges.

A major challenge in exploiting the stream-processing architectures is the current design of graphics APIs and shading languages. Modern graphics APIs tend towards explicitness and controllability and the companion shading languages lack enough expressiveness and inter-operability with the host language [He et al. 2018, 2017]. For example, users are required to one-by-one bind arguments to the compute shader (sometimes necessarily translating the data layouts, too), and then manually inform the driver to be prepared and map the resources. Also, the fragmentation of APIs and shading languages complicates the design of cross-platform applications, making the development and maintenance painful and error-prone.

Various domain-specific frameworks and languages are proposed to ease the programming on modern stream-processing hardware. For example, Taichi [Hu et al. 2019] is an easy-to-use and efficient domain-specific language (DSL), mainly designed for physical simulations. Halide [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2012] and follow-up work aimed at automatic scheduling for image processing tasks, which adopts a functional programming model at the level of image buffers. Though not primarily targeted at rendering, their insightful designs, such as embedded DSLs and execution scheduling, inspired us in this work.

Targeting rendering tasks, Mitsuba 2 [Nimier-David et al. 2019] is a retargetable system in Enoki [Jakob 2019]. It uses an array-based programming model, which achieves good performance on CPUs with small vectorization widths but results in much overhead on the GPU side—mainly due to the memory traffic of arrays and the thread divergence from the manually implemented array masks. The follow-up work, Dr.JET [Jakob et al. 2022a], alleviates the memory bandwidth pressure by fusing computation graph nodes into mega-kernels. Mitsuba 3 [Jakob et al. 2022b] is the successor renderer atop Dr.JET and also has a better performance. PBRT [Pharr et al. 2016] is a widely appreciated educational renderer and recently has introduced GPU support into its latest version. The implementation is based on the straightforward source-level code sharing between CUDA and C++, which well serves its principles of clarity and simplicity but sets a limit on the portability to other platforms.

We propose LuisaRender, a rendering framework that seeks to balance the seemingly ever-conflicting pursuits for unification, programmability, and performance. To achieve this goal, we present three major components: a kernel programming DSL, a unified runtime, and multiple optimized backends. The DSL adopts the single-instruction-multiple-threads (SIMT) programming model for fine controllability and is embedded inside pure modern C++. It aims to simplify the interaction between the host and device code and to enable high-level programming patterns such as polymorphism with just-in-time (JIT) code generation and compilation. The unified runtime abstracts the common concepts across different graphics and computing APIs to hide low-level platform-specific details. Atop the low-level interfaces, we also provide wrappers to ease resource management and task scheduling. Behind the unified DSL and runtime, the backends realize the concrete resource management requests and computation tasks on different native APIs. Currently, we have implemented 5 backends for different platforms, namely CUDA, Metal, DirectX, ISPC, and LLVM.

To demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of LuisaRender, we implement a Monte Carlo renderer atop. Our experiments in Sec. 8 show that our renderer achieves significantly faster performance on modern graphics hardware than state-of-the-art open-source renderers, such as PBRT-v4 and Mitsuba 3.

To recap, we contribute a high-performance rendering framework for stream-processing architectures with

1. a DSL embedded inside modern C++ for kernel programming exploiting JIT code generation and compilation;
2. a unified runtime layer that hides platform-specific details and provides access to the latest hardware capabilities; and
3. an optimized Monte Carlo renderer that is $5-11\times$ faster than PBRT-v4 and $4-16\times$ faster than Mitsuba 3 on modern GPUs.

2 RELATED WORK

Stream processors and architectures. Recent advances in computer architectures improve performance via exploiting parallelism from the stream-processing architecture. In this model, data are conceptually arrays flowing through parallel computation units, which can be GPU threads or CPU vector processors. Such processing is usually vectorized as the GPU threads (or CPU SIMD lanes) executing the same program (kernels) on different input data. Vectorization provides better efficiency since it amortizes the cost of fetching and decoding the instructions which are expensive in modern circuit design. This approach is referred to as single program, multiple data (SPMD) or single instruction, multiple threads (SIMT), and is widely used in existing parallel computation frameworks such as OpenCL, ISPC [Pharr and Mark 2012], and CUDA. We also base LuisaRender upon this programming model for its fine granularity and natural affinity with modern hardware.

Shading languages. Modern graphics APIs are equipped with specific shading languages, such as HLSL, GLSL, Cg [Mark et al. 2003], and the Metal Shading Language [Apple 2021], to support customizable shading effects with high performance. Unlike general-purpose languages such as C++ and Java, shading languages usually have simplified syntax to avoid complicating the compilation and optimization phases. Thus, high-level constructs, such as support for object-oriented and functional programming, are typically missing.

Various efforts have been made by researchers to strengthen the programmability of shading languages. Dating back to the early age of programmable graphics pipelines, the pionneering work SH [McCool et al. 2002] has already incorporated an embedded DSL in C++ to assemble vertex and fragment shaders at runtime. More recently, He et al. [2017] propose Shader Components to provide
first-class language constructs for shader modularity by encapsulating the shading logics together with the interface parameter blocks. Slang [He et al. 2018] further explores shader specialization and composition, which extends HLSL with generics and interfaces, allowing shader variant generation and management in a more structured and semantic manner. Seitz et al. [2019] construct the SE-LOS shading system atop Terra [DeVito et al. 2013] by exploiting its meta-programming ability. They identify multi-stage programming as an effective approach to reducing the implementation efforts.

Despite the discrepancies in technical choices, these methods share consistent core insights: easy interactions between the host and device and handy language constructs for high-level abstraction. Inspired by them, we design the DSL in LuisaRender to 1) be embedded inside pure C++ to conveniently interact with the host language and runtime; and 2) leverage JIT code generation and compilation to enable multi-stage programming and other high-level patterns with decent performance across platforms.

Rendering systems. Various rendering systems are available nowadays for research and production usages, some adopting mature architecture designs, and some exploring novel technical schemes. PBRT [Pharr et al. 2016] is an influential open-source renderer, whose recent version adds GPU support. For simplicity and clarity, we chose HLSL as the interface parameter blocks. Slang [He et al. 2018] further explores shader specialization and composition, which extends HLSL with generics and interfaces, allowing shader variant generation and management in a more structured and semantic manner. Seitz et al. [2019] construct the SE-LOS shading system atop Terra [DeVito et al. 2013] by exploiting its meta-programming ability. They identify multi-stage programming as an effective approach to reducing the implementation efforts.

Despite the discrepancies in technical choices, these methods share consistent core insights: easy interactions between the host and device and handy language constructs for high-level abstraction. Inspired by them, we design the DSL in LuisaRender to 1) be embedded inside pure C++ to conveniently interact with the host language and runtime; and 2) leverage JIT code generation and compilation to enable multi-stage programming and other high-level patterns with decent performance across platforms.

Rodent [Pérard-Gayot et al. 2019] is a renderer generator built on AnvIDSL [Leiﬁa et al. 2018]. Via partial evaluation, it takes a particular scene as the static input and specializes the renderer accordingly during compilation. Despite the theoretical grace and optimization potential, the relatively long compilation time (typically several minutes) required for each scene impedes its practicality.

As for production rendering systems, MoonRay [Lee et al. 2017] uses ISPC [Pharr and Mark 2012] to materialize vectorized rendering on CPUs. MANUKA [Fascione et al. 2018] leverages JIT shader compilation to fully exploit the SSE and AVX vector instruction sets. CYCLES, an open-source path-tracing renderer of the BLENDER [2022] project, has brought the GPU rendering support to multiple platforms, e.g., Apple Metal, NVIDIA CUDA, and AMD HIP.

Other domain-speciﬁc frameworks and languages. HALIDE [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2012, 2013] is an image-processing DSL. It decouples image processing algorithms from scheduling such as choices of vectorization and tiling, and hence supports easy programming as well as high performance. Afterward, differentiable programming is added to the language [Li et al. 2018] and various algorithms have been proposed for the automatic scheduling of HALIDE programs [Adams et al. 2019; Anderson et al. 2021; Mullapudi et al. 2016]. OPT [DeVito et al. 2017] and PROXIMAL [Heide et al. 2016] are DSLs for efficient image optimization. AEther [Anderson et al. 2017] is a sampling DSL embedded in C++ for automatic probability density calculation from user-written sampling routines.

In the field of physically based simulation, typical frameworks include Taichi [Hu et al. 2019] and Warp [NVIDIA 2022]. Specifically, the Taichi programming language decouples data structures from computation, such that users can easily try various optimized data layouts and access patterns without modifying the core algorithms. Later, Taichi is further extended with automatic differentiation [Hu et al. 2020] and quantization [Hu et al. 2021].

Beyond graphics, domain-speciﬁc frameworks for numeric computation and deep learning are actively proposed and extensively explored. For example, CXPY [Diamond and Boyd 2016] is a Python-embedded DSL for convex optimization. PyTorch [Paszke et al. 2019], TensorFlow [Abadi et al. 2015], and Jittor [Hu et al. 2020] represent neural models as computation graphs of basic tensor operations (including addition, multiplication, convolution, pooling, activation functions, etc.) and support automatic differentiation. JAX [Frostig et al. 2018], designed as building blocks for machine learning, employs an array-level programming model and supports JIT compilation and optimization of pure-and-statically-composed (PSC) subroutines deﬁned in Python.

Interesting designs and insights of these languages and frameworks also provide valuable inspirations for LuisaRender.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

Modern renderers are intricate software systems and require a systematic view when designing the underlying computing frameworks. However, the core demands remain simple and clear — effective data representations, friendly yet ﬂexible programming interfaces, and, mostly importantly, efﬁcient computation.
The pursuit of these objectives also motivates our design of LuisaRender. In this section, we will first discuss the design principles and then provide an overview of the resulting architecture.

3.1 Principles
We architect the LuisaRender framework to be unified, easy-to-program, and high-performance.

3.1.1 Unification. The fragmentation of graphics APIs and shading languages adds burdens to the development of cross-platform software: low-level API- and language-specific details require per-platform handling, even though the high-level logic is the same.

We believe such extra efforts are avoidable and that appropriate abstraction layers are the key. For programming languages, compiler frameworks such as LLVM [Lattner and Adve 2004] have proved the effectiveness and elegance of intermediate representations to bridge varying front and backends. For graphics APIs, render hardware interfaces (RHIs) in modern game engines (e.g., Unreal [Epic Games 2019]) are the core for cross-platform runtime design.

Learning from their success, we introduce similar abstraction techniques into LuisaRender, namely the abstract syntax trees (ASTs) and the runtime layer. They decouple the unified frontend interfaces of kernel programming, resource management, and execution scheduling, from the platform-specific backend implementations.

3.1.2 Programmability. Popular shading languages, such as HLSL, are standalone languages with simplified constructs. The lack of support for high-level abstraction such as meta-programming and polymorphism complicates their generation, specialization, compilation, and runtime invocation [He et al. 2018; Seitz et al. 2019].

We resort to an embedded DSL inside modern C++ with JIT code generation and compilation to improve kernel programmability. The rationales are as follows:

- Simplicity. The embeddedness inside pure C++ eliminates the burden of implementing a custom compiler. Instead, it naturally allows reusing the functionalities (e.g., type inference and checking) from the well-established host language and compilers. Also, users will not be bothered to learn yet another shading language and toolset.

- Flexibility. Users can access the host-side data while constructing kernels. Thus, only the necessary kernels need to be dynamically generated and compiled, rather than the numerous combinations of all shader variants.

- Expressiveness. The DSL inherits the rich language constructs from C++, e.g., classes, templates, and lambda expressions. Besides, the host language being a meta-stage of the device-side code, users can programmatically specialize kernels and perform optimizations (e.g., loop unrolling, constant inlining, and de-virtualization), with runtime information and data.

3.1.3 Performance. We expect our framework to exploit modern hardware’s capabilities and that applications built atop it could achieve the equivalent performance of those directly on native APIs. This leads to requirements in two dimensions: implementation quality and practical usability.

For implementation, appropriate layering and abstraction granularity offers freedom for high-quality backend implementations. For example, exposing the fine-grained management interfaces and manipulation commands for device resources allows backends to leverage dedicated hardware (e.g., texture units and RT Cores). Also, JIT code generation and compilation is a powerful tool to enable scene-specific dynamic optimizations with runtime information.

For usage, we argue that the viability of high-level abstraction is an assistant to performance rather than a burden, as it unleashes users’ productivity and creativity. For example, by extending HLSL with generics and interfaces, SLANG [He et al. 2018] enables a modular approach to shader composition and specialization, achieving better performance with fewer implementation efforts than the base language. Meta-programming is also proved effective for high-quality shader generation while relieving the development and maintenance complexity [McCool et al. 2002; Seitz et al. 2019].

Thus, to exploit hardware capabilities, we opt for the SIMT programming model, explicit command-based task submission, and fine-grained resource management. Meanwhile, with high-level DSL constructs and automatic command scheduling, the required programming effort to achieve decent performance is reduced.

3.2 Architecture Overview
Our framework has three major components (shown in Fig. 1): an embedded DSL for kernel programming, a unified runtime for resource management and execution scheduling, and multiple backends implementing the low-level platform-specific functionalities. A short example with our framework is shown in Listing 1.

3.2.1 Embedded DSL. The DSL in our system provides a unified approach to authoring kernels, i.e., programmable computation tasks on the device. Distinct from typical graphics APIs that use standalone shading languages for device code, our system unifies the authoring of both the host-side logic and device-side kernels into the same language, i.e., modern C++.

The implementation purely relies on the C++ language itself, without any custom preprocessing pass or compiler extension. We exploit meta-programming techniques to simulate the syntax, and function/operator overloading to dynamically trace the user-defined kernels. ASTs are constructed during the tracing as an intermediate representation and later handed over to the backends for generating concrete, platform-dependent shader source code.

3.2.2 Unified runtime. Likewise the RHIs in game engines, we introduce an abstract runtime layer to re-unify the fragmented graphics APIs across platforms. It extracts the common concepts and constructs shared by the backend APIs and plays the bridging role between the high-level frontend interfaces and the low-level backend implementations.

On the low-level end, unification involves two parts: 1) the abstract device interfaces for resource management, e.g., buffer allocation and de-allocation; and 2) the abstract commands as intermediate descriptors for device-side computation and resource manipulation, such as launching kernels and building acceleration structures.

On the programming interfaces for users, we provide high-level resource wrappers to ease programming and eliminate boilerplate code. They are strongly and statically typed modern C++ objects, which not only simplify the generation of commands via convenient
Listing 1. A short example program with our framework.

Listing 2. Types of the variables in the DSL.
Listing 3. Special macros for control flows in the DSL.

```c
// float3 (1. f) + u => compile-time error: float3 + uint

11
10
13
12
11
$default
$case

/* static type check and conversion */

b = a - c * 3u; // operator - and *, and assignment

auto
auto
1
/* operators , assignments , and type inference */

c = a + b; // operator +: (uint , uint ) -> uint

d = a < b; // operator <: (uint , uint ) -> bool

c = a + b; // operator +: (uint , uint ) -> uint

$for (variable, begin, end) { /* ... */ }

$did { /* ... */ }

$if (cond) { /* ... */ }
$if (cond) { /* ... */ }
$else { /* ... */ }
$if (cond) { /* ... */ }

$while (cond) { /* ... */ }
$while (cond) { /* ... */ }
$while (cond) { /* ... */ }

$for (variable, begin, end) { /* ... */ }

$for (variable, begin, end, step) { /* ... */ }

$loop { /* ... */ }; // infinite loop, unless $break'ed

$switch (variable) { /* ... */ }

$case (value) { /* ... */ }

$default { /* ... */ }

$continue
$break

};

};

Listing 4. An example code snippet using our DSL.

```c

```c
11
10
13
12
11
$default
$case

/* static type check and conversion */

auto
auto
1
/* operators , assignments , and type inference */

c = a + b; // operator+: (uint , uint ) -> uint

d = a < b; // operator:< (uint , uint ) -> bool

b = a - c * 3u; // operator- and *, and assignment

/* static type check and conversion */

auto
auto
1
auto u = 1 + c; // literal int(1) converted to uint

auto
auto
1

1

// float3(1. f) + u => compile-time error: float3 + uint

```

Control flows. In addition to arithmetic and assignment statements, control flows also play important roles in program construction. Unfortunately, they are not overloadable in C++, nor can we detect and extract them within the language itself. Therefore, in the DSL, we opt for special macros to imitate them (see Listing 3), which are prefixed by the 5 sign, a rarely used but valid character in identifiers, to be told apart from the native C++ counterparts. We will describe their implementation in Sec. 4.2.

Kernels and callable functions. LuisaRender supports two categories of device functions, namely, 1) Kernels (1D, 2D, or 3D), which are entries to the parallelized computation tasks on the device; and 2) Callables that are function objects invocable from kernels or other callables. Both kinds are template classes that are constructible from C++ functions or function objects including lambda expressions. Again, leveraging CTAD guides, the template parameters can optionally be omitted and deduced by the C++ compiler. At the code generation stage in the backend, they are mapped and translated to corresponding function entities in the target shading/programming language, e.g., Kernels into __global__ functions and Callables into __device__ functions in CUDA.

It is also worth mentioning that, since our DSL is itself valid C++, ordinary C++ functions and function objects, including class member functions and lambda expressions, are naturally available too. When used together with the DSL, they act like macros that are directly expanded into the ASTs, without generating function entities as Kernels and Callables. In other words, they are metastages that control the assembly of the kernel ASTs, which can be extremely powerful for composing higher-order abstraction patterns as will be discussed in Sec. 4.3.

Listing 4 shows example callable and kernel functions written in our DSL, which, in combination, write gradient color to an image (i.e., 2D texture) in sRGB encoding. By exploiting type-trait and defining deduction guides, the template arguments for types Callable and Kernel2D are automatically inferred from the signatures of the lambdas, e.g., deduced to be Callable<float3<float3>> and Kernel2D<ImageView<float3>>, respectively.

Note that for Kernels and Callables to correctly trace the ASTs, parameters of the underlying definition functions must be wrapped in Var<>, or equivalently, use aliases such as Float3 and ImageFloat.

Built-in functions. Besides user-defined functions, we also provide a rich library of built-in DSL functions. They are typically intrinsic functions that are not possible (or at least not efficient) to be implemented in user code and hence must be supplied by the framework. In LuisaRender, built-in functions include

- Thread coordinate and launch configuration queries, including block_id, thread_id, dispatch_size, and dispatch_id;
- Mathematical routines, such as max, abs, sin, pow, and sqrt;
- Resource accessing and modification methods, such as texture sampling, buffer read/write, and ray intersection;
- Variable construction and type conversion, e.g., def<T> for making variable copies, make_int3 for creating 3D integer vectors, and as<T> for bitwise type casting; and
- Optimization hints for backend compilers, which currently consist of assume and unreachable.

We exploit concepts in C++20 to constrain the signatures of built-in functions such that the compiler would not confuse them with the host functions. In the DSL, invocations to them will record CallExprs with special tags in the AST.

During code generation, the backend maps the built-in invocation nodes to platform-specific code. Simple functions like thread_id and abs are directly mapped to shader intrinsics, possibly backed by hardware instructions, while the more complicated ones, such as ray intersection, might be forwarded to pre-defined functions or even external libraries. Also, on platforms without native support for some functionalities, we have to simulate the corresponding semantics with software implementations. For example, on Metal, we simulate atomic floating-point operations through the compare-and-swap (CAS) operation on atomic integers.
Structures and classes. In C++, structures and classes are important constructs to organize data and express logic. Since variables in our DSL are intrinsically C++ objects, they are naturally allowed as structure or class members and used inside device functions. In this case, structures and classes act like DSL variable packs, usages of which are instantly inlined without any entities generated in the backend shading language.

However, to conveniently exchange data between the host and device side through buffers, we usually also want the ability to reflect and register existing C++ structures. We provide a macro, LUISA_STRUCT, to fulfill this need, which leverages type traits to automatically inspect the types of the members and initialize the corresponding Var<T> template for DSL compatibility. Also, resembling the object-oriented fashion, the macro supports extending the original structures with device-side methods.

Listing 5 gives examples of incorporating C++ classes and structures in the aforementioned ways.

4.2 Syntax Tree Recording

The DSL traces and records the abstract syntax trees (ASTs) of Kernels and Callables through extensive usage of macro and template meta-programming. The ASTs, together with the captured runtime information, are later forwarded to backends for code generation, compilation, and pipeline creation.

Conceptually, the process can be interpreted as a dynamic implementation of multi-stage programming [Taha 2004]: like what templates and macros are to classes and functions, our DSL is a meta-programming stage to the backend shading language, which controls the assembly of the generated code. That said, the dynamic information (that is available only at runtime for the host C++ language), is known “statically” concerning shaders and thus integratable into their construction and compilation.

Plus, the DSL is embedded natively in modern C++, requiring no special pre- or post-processing of the source code, nor customized modifications or extensions to the compilers. Thus, all C++ language constructs as well as programming patterns, idioms, and paradigms, either object-oriented, procedural, or functional, are seamlessly compatible with our system, putting atop another layer of programmability at no overhead regarding the backend device.

Tracing of the syntax tree is through the proxy objects of the Var<T> template class. Operators, as well as built-in functions (e.g., pow), are all overloadable for the proxy type Var<T>, so that mathematical operators on them or function calls to them do not compute the result, but rather add nodes into the AST. It is also worth noting that, by using type-trait concepts, the DSL is statically and almost strongly typed, such that type-level errors are promptly reported during the compilation of the host C++ language, reducing the effort required to debug at runtime.

Below we explain how statements and function definitions are recorded, and how control flows are handled.

Recording of statements. The pseudocode in Listing 6 is an example showing how a single statement in C++ (i.e., auto y = x * 12.92f;) is traced and recorded into the AST (suppose x is a Var<float>).

However, control flows (e.g., if, while, and break) are not overloadable. Instead, we use special macros, such as $if, $while, and $break, to imitate these statements, by intruding into the syntax of lambda expressions. For example, the definition of $if-related constructs are shown in Listing 7, followed by the expansion of Line 2 to 6 in Listing 4, where the IfStatBuilder has overloaded $operator% and $operator/ for recording the true and false branches, respectively, by invoking the corresponding stitched lambda expressions.

Should our readers have noticed, this also explains why there must be braces around the body statements and semicolons after the closing braces, as they are parts of the lambda-expression syntax.

Recording of function definitions. Types of the device functions, Kernel and Callable, are in fact template classes, whose constructors drive the recording of the passed-in functions. Briefly, on calling the constructor, the following steps are taken to build the AST:

1. a new FunctionBuilder that stores the AST is created and pushed to a global stack to open a new function scope;
2. parameter types of the passed-in function are automatically detected to proxy Var<T> argument objects;
Listing 6. Recording process of a DSL statement.

```cpp
// C++ statement: auto y = x * 12.92f;
Expr<float_t> lhs(x.expression());
// wrap the right-hand-side operand for operator*
Expr<float_t> rhs(builder->literal(12.92f));
// create a BinaryOp node
callable = builder->binary(
    Type::of<float_t>(), BinaryOp::Tag::MUL,
    lhs.expression(), rhs.expression());
// construct variable y from the result
callable = builder->local<Type::of<float_t>>();
builder->assign(y.expression(), callable);
```
Listing 10. Dynamic polymorphic host code enabling construction of shader variants at runtime.

4.4 Dynamic Polymorphism

A rendering system consists of various categories of textures, surface materials, light sources, etc., which are ideally handled using polymorphism. However, language support for dynamic polymorphism, such as virtual functions and pattern matching, are limited or even absent in the GPU world. The conventional approach to working around is to generate numerous shader variants by enumerating all possible combinations from code snippets or high-level components [He et al. 2017] ahead of time and selecting them at runtime. However, such a solution wastes not only the compilation and packaging time of unnecessary variants but also the time and memory to load and hold them at runtime. Another technique, as extensively explored in PBRT-V4 [Pharr et al. 2016], is to use tagged pointers to dynamically dispatch polymorphic method calls, which, unfortunately, requires support for templates in the shading language and full knowledge of all subtypes (i.e., derived classes), thus greatly hurting the portability and extensibility. Moreover, statically compiled without the chance to prune unused subtypes, the tagged pointer approach is unable to alleviate register pressure and always has a constant branching overhead for each polymorphic call.

Our system, taking a different approach, leverages the embedded DSL and just-in-time compilation to support polymorphism, achieving both flexibility and performance. Specifically, we implement two types of dynamic polymorphisms. The first is achieved through de-virtualization, which provides dynamic polymorphism on host code while reduces to static polymorphism on device code. The second is achieved through dynamic tagged dispatching, which provides true dynamic polymorphism on device code.

De-virtualized host-side polymorphism. As an elegant and flexible alternative to shader variants, we incorporate the subtyping and dynamic dispatching mechanisms in the host language to assemble shaders at runtime with different components. In this case, the DSL acts like dynamic macros, extracting the polymorphic logic into different ASTs. Listing 10 gives a functional-style example reflecting this ability, one in a functional programming style with high-order functions and the other in an object-oriented fashion with virtual, dynamically dispatched methods.

Such dynamism is engaged in the AST construction stage and wiped out in the device code, which, from the perspective of compiler optimization, resembles a de-virtualization pass that aggressively eliminates redundant indirect calls, branches, and register allocation, effectively improving the hardware occupancy and utilization.

Device-side dynamic dispatches. We provide a more efficient and agile replacement to virtual functions and tagged pointers [Pharr et al. 2016] when device-side dynamically polymorphic calls are inevitable, by utilizing the meta-programming ability to dynamically generate tagged dispatches in the shader ASTs at runtime. In this case, we offer a helper template class named Polymorphic<T> construct.

Listing 11. Dynamic polymorphism achieved on device with the templated Polymorphic<T> construct.
method is more flexible than tagged pointers, in that it constructs the dispatch logic at runtime without the need to know all subtypes statically. More importantly, it allows generating code only for used subtypes, which potentially reduces code size and register usage, providing better performance.

4.5 Interactions with the Runtime

The DSL is closely tied to the runtime: device resources are easily captured, tracked, and bound; resource usage information flows through the runtime to the backends; DSL function interfaces are transformed from kernels to compiled shaders, etc. Such interactions between the DSL and the runtime make it possible to achieve great performance while maintaining an extensible and easy-to-use API.

Resource capturing. While binding arguments by name or index for resources is a common choice in most compute APIs, it is cumbersome and error prone, and mistakes are reported only at runtime or even unpredictably lead to undefined behaviors. In contrast, our DSL allows users to use resources via capturing. Suppose we have created a 2D image as follows, by capturing it in the lambda and calling to its write() method, a kernel argument will be automatically declared and bound to this device resource, without the need to put it in the function signature.

```cpp
auto image = device.create_image<float>(/* ... */);
Kernel2D f11l = [&] {
    auto coord = dispatch_id().xy();
    auto rg = make_float2(coord) / make_float2(dispatch_size().xy());
    auto srgb = to_srgb(make_float3(rg, 1.f));
    image.write(coord, make_float4(srgb, 1.f));
}
```

As will be demonstrated in Sec. 7, this recording-by-capturing feature is extremely useful, which provides applications with full freedom to hold distinct resources while maintaining the same interfaces, thus blurring the boundary between host and device code and enabling extra patterns of polymorphism.

Interface transformation and shader dispatching from the host. Leveraging template meta-programming, the signature of a kernel (i.e., parameters with type Var<T>) is converted into a statically typed shader interface. Any invocation through this interface will then automatically type-check the resources and create a dispatch command recording the binding information.

```cpp
Kernel2D kernel = [](Var<Image<float>>, Var<uint2>) {
    /* ... */
};
```

For example, suppose we have the kernel above, compiling it yields a shader with an interface-transformed operator(). Invocations to this interface construct shader dispatch commands, which are later engaged in command buffers, committed through the stream, and executed by the backend device.

```cpp
Kernel2D kernel = [](Var<Image<float>>, Var<uint2>) {
    /* ... */
};
auto shader = device.compile(kernel);
// Now shader has a transformed interface:
// Shader2D<Image<float>, uint2>
// ::operator(ImageView<float>, uint2);
```

The interface transformation feature is fully compatible with the aforementioned resource capturing capability and handles the captured resources in a consistent way — they are simply implicitly bound items in the shader dispatch commands.

Usage tracking for resources. With full knowledge of the kernels and their ASTs, we can analyze the usages (e.g., read-only, write-only, and read-write) of any resources in the kernels, which are useful for further optimizations. For example, if we found a buffer argument is never written to in a kernel, then the buffer view bound to the corresponding shader is marked read-only, hence the opportunity to execute the shader dispatch command in concurrency with other read-only commands. More details are discussed in Sec. 5.3.

5 UNIFIED RUNTIME LAYER

To make our system cross-platform, we introduce a unified runtime layer that defines the common abstract interfaces for different backends and provides convenient wrappers for users. One major functionality of the layer is the management of resources, which provides interfaces and wrappers to create, destroy, organize, and access data for computation. Another important part is to support the description, submission, and scheduling of commands, such as transferring data between the device and the host, or invoking kernels written in our DSL. Besides, the runtime layer also performs common optimizations based on runtime information.

5.1 Abstract Device Interfaces

Analogous to RHIs in game engines, the abstract device interfaces in LuisaRender are a set of thin routines that extract common concepts and patterns across different backends, so that logic built upon them is liberated from platform-dependent details.

Our interface class is shown in Listing 12. It declares virtual methods to communicate with the backends, including creating, destroying, and manipulating device resources, dispatching commands (such as invoking kernel computation), and methods for synchronization. New backends can be easily added and dynamically loaded as plugins, as long as they inherit from this class and implement its virtual methods. For flexibility in the backend implementations, we use handles, each as a 64-bit unsigned integer, to represent the device resources and stream management components.

5.2 Resources and Their Wrappers

Device Resources. As we have mentioned, one of the major parts of the runtime layer is resource management. We categorize device resources into the following classes (some illustrated in Fig. 2):

- Buffers, which are linear memory ranges on the device for structured data storage;
class Interface {
    public:
        // methods for creating, destroying, and managing
        // resources, including buffers, textures, meshes,
        // shaders, bindless resource arrays, acceleration
        // structures, streams, and synchronization events.
        virtual u64 create_buffer(size_t size) = 0;
        virtual void destroy_buffer(u64 handle) = 0;
        /\* */ ... */\n
        // methods for dispatching commands and shaders
        virtual void dispatch(u64 stream, CommandList) = 0;
        virtual void dispatch(u64 stream, Callback) = 0;

        // methods for synchronization
        virtual void synchronize_stream(u64 handle) = 0;
        virtual void signal_event(u64 event, u64 stream) = 0;
        virtual void wait_event(u64 event, u64 stream) = 0;
        virtual void synchronize_event(u64 handle) = 0;

        // miscellaneous methods, e.g., feature query
        /\* */ ... */\n    }
};

Listing 12. The abstract device interface class.

• Textures, which are 2D images or 3D volumes of scalars or vectors, typically with optimized layouts and dedicated hardware for caching, sampling, and format conversion;

• Bindless arrays, which provide slots for references to buffers and textures, helpful for reducing the overhead and bypassing the limitations of binding shader parameters;

• Meshes and acceleration structures for high-performance ray intersection tests, with hardware-accelerated if available (e.g., on graphics cards that feature RT-Cores);

• Shaders, i.e., kernels that are compiled into pipeline state objects for general-purpose computation on device; and

• Streams and events for command submission and intra- or inter-stream synchronization.

They are common concepts supported by modern graphics and computing APIs, though usually referred to by different terminologies.

Readers might notice that these concepts are often absent from other research work, and doubt the necessity of this “complication” instead of using a single, seemingly more elegant abstraction, e.g., fields in Taichi [Hu et al. 2019] and arrays in Enoki [Jakob 2019] and Dr. JIT [Jakob et al. 2022a]. However, the various workloads in an intricate rendering system often benefit from optimized data layouts and specialized hardware units, such as the texture units for efficient image sampling and hardware-accelerated BVHs and ray intersection units for fast ray tracing. Therefore, targeting high performance, we decide to leave the freedom of choice to our users. We believe the clear semantics of the resources will ease, not harden, the development of graphics applications.

Resource Wrappers. The abstract device interface (Listing 12) provides a unified layer for low-level backend functionalities. To hide excessive details from users, we implement wrapper classes for the aforementioned resources on top of this layer. They conform to the resource-acquisition-is-initialization (RAII) idiom in C++ to simplify the lifetime and ownership management, with member methods for resource usage and management in the DSL and host code.

For example, in Listing 13, the Buffer template class supplies a read method, invocations of which are forwarded to the DSL and the function builder, and they automatically register argument bindings as well as typed BUFFER_READ instructions in the AST, with a DSL variable representing the result returned (see Sec. 4 for details on how this works). Calling the wrapper’s copy_from method with another buffer creates a BufferCopy command that can be later inserted in a stream and submitted to the backend device.

5.3 Command Encoding and Submission

Command-based model. Conceptually, commands are description units of atomic computation tasks, such as transferring data between the device and host, or from one resource to another; building meshes and acceleration structures; populating or updating bindless arrays; and most importantly, launching shaders. Commands are organized into command buffers and then submitted to streams which are essentially queues forwarding commands to the backend devices in a logically first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner. Since multiple streams run concurrently, users may require synchronizations between them or with respect to the host via events, similar to condition variables that ensure ordering across threads.

With explicit command buffers and fully asynchronous submission, this command-based model clarifies the execution boundaries between tasks and brings optimization opportunities to scheduling, well matching our design principle of performance.
since we define streams as FIFO queues to submit computation tasks in our system, command buffers act as the role of execution boundaries and barriers. We can safely reorder commands within a command buffer as long as the dependencies between commands are preserved, achieving higher hardware utilization.

By exploiting the closed-world knowledge of the resource usage in kernels and commands, we design a algorithm to automatically perform the scheduling, without the distracting manual dependency marking or barrier placement as commonly requested by modern graphics APIs. The algorithm is efficient and capable to process thousands of commands in a millisecond. For example, on M1 Max, it schedules 1045 commands submitted at once inside a single command buffer in 0.86ms for the wavefront path integrator.

Moreover, the tracking is performed at the sub-resource level, so that false-positive dependencies, such as writes to non-overlapping ranges within the same buffer, are effectively culled, thus offering a broader space for the discovery of possibly higher concurrency. An illustration is given in Fig. 3.

6 BACKEND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

While we extract the common concepts for computing devices and encapsulate them in a unified runtime layer, there is still a lot of special care and effort to pay when implementing the abstract interfaces atop different low-level backend APIs.

Currently, we have implemented 5 backends based on CUDA, Metal, DirectX, ISPC (with vectorization on CPUs), and LLVM (scalar CPU), respectively. In this section, we will explain several technical details of the backend implementations.

6.1 Native API Adaptation

To correctly and effectively implement the runtime interfaces, we have to wrap the native APIs, manage the resources, ensure data layouts, respect the execution order, etc. For example, in the CUDA backend, ray tracing shaders are taken over and spawned by OptiX rather than native CUDA. Therefore, we implement a mechanism to automatically detect ray tracing calls in the shader, which, if found, triggers the different code path for code generation and compilation, pipeline and shader binding table construction, parameter buffer preparation, and kernel launching. For the DirectX backend, we need to wrap the pipeline-based low-level API into the more semantic, stateless task-based interfaces and implement resource trackers and barriers, while simultaneously maintaining an decent performance.

Listing 15 gives the translation process of the buffer-to-texture copying command in LUISARENDER to the native CUDA driver API. For more complicated commands (such as acceleration structure construction and kernel launching) on lower-level APIs (e.g., DirectX), the elimination of boilerplate code appears even more significant.

6.2 Code Generation

For the CUDA, Metal, DirectX, and ISPC backends, code generation is performed in a source-to-source fashion, i.e., from the DSL to the platform-specific native shading languages. For LLVM, we leverage its built-in IRBuilder to construct the in-memory IR modules.

The usage of ASTs helps preserve kernel structures and semantics, simplifying the translation process. Still, we have to work around

---


```c
/* example usages of streams and command buffers */
auto command_buffer = stream.command_buffer();
command_buffer
  << raytrace_shader(framebuffer, accel, resolution)
  .dispatch(resolution)
  << accumulate_shader(accum_image, framebuffer)
  .dispatch(resolution)
  << hdr2ldr_shader(accum_image, ldr_image)
  .dispatch(resolution)
  << ldr_image.copy_to(host_image.data())
  << commit();
```

**Command buffer and stream.** Command buffers are designed for low-overhead asynchronous command submission, likewise modern graphics APIs. Users can encode and stage commands in a list and submit them to the stream at once, which reduces the frequencies of state preparation and switching. Command buffers are created from streams and have an overloaded `operator<<` for a clean syntax to append commands and a `commit` method for submitting gathered commands to their creator streams. Listing 14 shows a use case of rendering and downloading a frame in a mega-kernel path tracer. Together with the command creation methods in resource wrappers, the overloaded `operator<<` makes the process succinct.

The stream submits the command list to the backend through the interface defined in Listing 12. The backend then fetches the serialized commands from the list, deserializes and translates them into native commands and API calls, and eventually hands them over to the compute devices for execution. The seemingly redundant serialization and deserialization processes play important roles in abstracting away the disparities across backends. Besides, since the commands in a stream are asynchronously executed to the host and multiple streams run in parallel to each other, we provide events for stream-to-stream and stream-to-host synchronizations.

**Resource tracking and command scheduling.** The usage of command buffers, together with streams, eliminates the overhead of state bookkeeping and frequent API calls, allows parallel command encoding, and enables a fully asynchronous execution model. Also,

---

Fig. 3. Dependencies between commands are detected using resource tracking. Although task 1 and task 3 seemingly occupy the same resource, they are independent because they use non-overlapping regions of the resource. Commands are then re-scheduled into sub-lists to exploit concurrency.
Listing 15. Translation of the buffer-to-texture copying command in LuisaRender to the native CUDA driver API.

```c
// with LuisaRender
stream << texture.copy_from(buffer);

// with native CUDA
CUDA_MEMCPY3D copy();
copy.srcMemoryType = CU_MEMORYTYPE_DEVICE;
copy.srcDevice = /* stream handle */;
copy.srcPitch = /* texture pitch (in bytes) */;
copy.srcHeight = /* texture height (in texels) */;
copy.dstMemoryType = CU_MEMORYTYPE_ARRAY;
copy.dstArray = /* texture handle */;
copy.WidthInBytes = /* texture pitch (in bytes) */;
copy.Height = /* texture height (in texels) */;
copy.Depth = /* texture depth (in texels) */;
copy.Copy3DAsync(&copy, /* stream handle */);
```

defects and complement missing functionalities in the backend shading languages and compilers. For example, the ISPC compiler does not allow visiting structure members of rvalues, so we detect and have special handling for such cases by transforming them into built-in function calls. ISPC is also sensitive to variables defined in outer scopes but used in branches because it has to generate SIMD masks for their loads and stores. Therefore, we analyze and tweak the definition site of each local variable, narrowing its lifetime scopes and decreasing the number of necessary masks, which brings up to 100x faster compilation and 5x runtime performance boost (e.g., on M1 Max with the mega-channel path integrator, this optimization reduces the compilation time from 2152.3s to 23.9s for the Coffee scene and the 1024sp rendering time decreases from 2627.2s to 493.6s at the resolution of 1200 × 1800).

Data layouts are another important aspect to pay attention to. We allow users to specify the alignments of structures, which is easily realizable in Metal and CUDA with the built-in support for the `alignas` specifier. However, such language constructs are missing in HLSL and ISPC, so we have to manually pad the structures to achieve a conforming layout. Moreover, the intricate constant buffer packing rules in DirectX requires correct transformation of the input host data. We bypass these rules by using argument buffers.

6.3 Shader Compilation

The generated shader sources are JIT compiled, typically via in-memory compilation interfaces (e.g., LLVM MCJIT, NVPTC, and the DirectX Shader Compiler) to elide disk I/O. We ensure a thread-safe design to allow accelerated parallel compilation with multithreading. Also, by employing memory and disk caches, redundant code generation and compilation for identical kernels are eliminated, further reducing the runtime overhead.

7 APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

7.1 Physically-Based Offline Renderer

To better understand and demonstrate the practicality of LuisaRender, we build a high-performance cross-platform physically-based offline renderer atop, utilizing almost all the available features, constructs, and patterns provided by the framework.

Architecture Design. The high-level interfaces of the renderer are expressed as a node system, where the scenes are organized as graphs with component nodes, such as cameras, shapes, and materials, each tracking reference to child nodes as well as necessary parameters and resource descriptors (e.g., paths to textures). To maximize the extensibility of the renderer, all the components are implemented as decoupled, dynamically loaded plug-ins, so that users can freely add new functionalities to the renderer without modifying and rebuilding the entire application.

After loading the scene, a build process instantiates the scene graph into a data-oriented pipeline on a specified backend device. With the embedded DSL enabling the powerful multiple-stage programming capability (discussed in Sec. 4.2), the scene components, each responsible for a modular functionality in the renderer, are actually playing the roles of AST builders, expanding the corresponding logic. The system fuses the nodes into flattened rendering kernels, while automatically tracking resources in use and scheduling an optimized execution order.

In other words, we provide a flexible and easy-to-use interface and clean implementation comparable to research- and education-oriented CPU renderers that heavily exploit dynamism and polymorphism, while achieving much better performance across platforms. Sec. 8 gives the comparison with several popular open-source research and production renderers.

Differentiable Rendering. Beyond the conventional forward rendering workflows, inverse rendering, typically via physically based differentiable rendering techniques, is arousing more and more attention and interest both in academia and industry nowadays. Therefore, we also equip our renderer with two differential light transport algorithms, namely Radiative Backpropagation [Nimier-David et al. 2020] and Path Replay Backpropagation [Vicini et al. 2021], both implemented as integrator plug-ins. We showcase an inverse rendering example in Sec. 8.2.2.

7.2 Python Frontend

The layer architecture of our system well decouples different levels of abstraction and thus enables extending and replacing specific layers while reusing the others. We provide a Python frontend for fast prototyping, which binds to the same runtime, AST, and backend layers as the C++ frontend but replaces the embedded DSL and resource wrappers with a re-implementation in pure Python.

Being a dynamic language, Python allows us to inspect the user source code and parse it into ASTs. Therefore, different from the tracing strategy in C++, we directly obtain and traverse the ASTs of Python functions and classes, and translate them into the internal AST representations in LuisaRender through the exported FunctionBuilder. Resource wrappers, as well as other high-level logic and user-side interfaces, are also implemented within Python in a “Pythonic” way, whose functionalities are eventually converted to lower-level API calls forwarded to the core system in C++.

The Python frontend achieves a similar performance to the native C++ implementation on dense, compute-heavy workloads, outperforming existing frameworks such as Taichi [Hu et al. 2019]. Meanwhile, it provides richer constructs necessary in rendering than existing frameworks, such as textures and acceleration structures,
import luisa
from cv2 import imwrite

n = 2048
luisa.init()
image = luisa.Texture2D.zeros((2 * n, n), 4, float)

@luisa.func # makes LuisaRender handle the function
def draw(max_iter):
    p = dispatch_id().xy
    z, c = float2(0), 2 * p / n - float2(2, 1)
    for itr in range(max_iter):
        z = float2(z.x**2 - z.y**2, 2 * z.x * z.y) + c
        if length(z) > 20:
            break
    image.write(p, float4(float3(1 - itr / max_iter), 1))

draw(50, dispatch_size=(2*n, n)) # parallelize
imwrite("mandelbrot.exr", image.numpy())

Listing 16. Example user code with the Python frontend.

Fig. 4. Some of the test scenes: Glass of Water, Spaceship, Coffee, Staircase, and Dining Room. See also Fig. 1 for two other test scenes, Classroom and Dining Room. All scenes are from Rendering Resources [Bitterli 2016].

8 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct several experiments to measure and analyze the performance of LuisaRender, as well as comparing it with other state-of-the-art graphics systems.

8.1 Test Scenes and Platforms

We adapt 7 test scenes from the Rendering Resources website [Bitterli 2016]: Coffee, Glass of Water, Classroom, Staircase, Spaceship, Living Room, and Dining Room. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of the test scenes.

The experiments are conducted on multiple platforms. Tested CPUs include Intel i9-9900K (8-core 16-thread) and Apple M1 Max (with 8 performance cores and 2 efficiency cores). Tested GPUs include NVIDIA RTX-2080Ti (11GB), RTX-3080Ti (12GB), and Apple M1 Max (32-core). The PCs feature 32GB memory and the Mac has 64GB unified memory shared across the CPU and GPU.

8.2 Comparisons

8.2.1 Comparison with other renderers. To showcase the performance of our framework, we compare the rendering time of the test scenes using our renderer and existing open-source renderers including PBRT-v4 [Pharr et al. 2016], Mitsuba 3 [Jakob et al. 2022b], Falcor [Kallweit et al. 2017] and Ignis [Ignis 2022]. Note that Ignis is a follow-up renderer based on the Rodent framework [Pérard-Gayot et al. 2019], with shorter compilation time, better performance and more supported scenes. Besides the research renderers, we also compare our renderer with Cycles, which is a GPU-enabled production renderer from the Blender [Blender Online Community 2022] project. We run all the tests on Windows 11, except for Ignis on Linux (Manjaro distribution with kernel version 5.15) which we fail to make work on Windows.

All scenes are rendered at 1080p, except Coffee at 1200 × 1080. We tune the scenes and renderer options to ensure a fair comparison. Fig. 5 compares the Spaceship renderings of our renderer and Mitsuba 3. The visual appearances are almost identical, despite the minor numeric difference due to the implementation discrepancies between renderers, e.g., in the material and shading systems.

The results of 8-bounce renderings are displayed in Fig. 6, configurations including all combinations of mega-kernel/wavefront (solid/striped bars), RGB/spectral, and CPU/GPU. Note that our renderer supports all the configurations, while other renderers may
not support certain ones. We also experiment with 16-bounce renderings and the trends appear similar. We refer the audience to the supplemental material for more details.

On GPUs, we run our renderer on two backends, CUDA and DirectX, and our renderer significantly outperforming PBRT-v4, Mitsuba 3, and Ignis in all scene configurations on both backends. FALCOR runs faster than other renderers but is still slower than our DirectX mega-kernel counterpart. On CPUs, our renderer is much faster than PBRT-v4 but slower than Mitsuba 3 in most cases. We conclude that the array model used in Mitsuba 3 fits well for vectorized computation on CPUs where the SIMD width is relatively small (typically 4 or 8).

The runtime comparisons show that our framework is able to generate highly optimized programs at the scale of intricate offline rendering tasks. We also analyze the results on different platforms and backends, and between the mega-kernel version and the wavefront version. Please refer to Sec. 8.3.

8.2.2 Comparison on differentiable rendering. Radiative Backpropagation [Nimier-David et al. 2020] (RB) is a differential light transport algorithm for material optimization. Path Replay Backpropagation [Vicini et al. 2021] (PRB) further improves RB to compute unbiased gradients of material parameters. We implement both algorithms (without support for volumes and perfect specular surfaces) in our renderer as integrator plug-ins. In Fig. 7, we compare the performance of our PRB implementation with the one in Mitsuba3. Our implementation is about 4× faster, both in the forward and backward rendering processes.

8.2.3 Comparison with Taichi. Taichi [Hu et al. 2019] is a graphics-oriented DSL embedded in Python. We port two example applications from Taichi to our framework: MPM 3D, which simulates fluids with the material point method in dense grids; and SDF Renderer, which path-traces a signed distance field. As shown in Fig. 8, we compare the performance of the examples on Taichi, our C++ DSL, our Python DSL, and native CUDA. All Taichi’s and our programs are tested on the CUDA backend on RTX-3080Ti. Our framework consistently outperforms Taichi in supporting these applications of dense computation, achieving a closer frame time to the native CUDA implementations. The results indicate that our system is able to generate CUDA code with a comparable quality to the hand-tuned ones. Also, we notice that when the dispatch sizes are small (e.g., 64² grids in MPM 3D), the overhead of our Python frontend is larger, but still smaller than that of Taichi.

8.3 Analysis

8.3.1 Backends and devices. We implement multiple backends in LuisaRender to support various hardware/OS platforms. Fig. 9 compares the rendering time on different backends and platforms. On PCs with NVIDIA graphics cards where CUDA and DirectX are available, we found that the DirectX backend runs consistently faster than CUDA. This is probably because DirectX is a lower-level API featuring inline ray tracing, thus having less overhead. On Macs, the Metal backend is available for GPUs. However, without dedicated ray-tracing hardware units, the M1 Max GPU is much slower than the RTX ones, which also reflects the necessity of the built-in support for acceleration structures in our framework.

8.3.2 Mega-kernel vs. wavefront. Wavefront path tracing [Laine et al. 2013] separates the computation stages (e.g. ray generation, intersection, next-event estimation, and shading) into multiple kernels, as opposed to mega-kernels, where a monolithic kernel handles a full path tracing loop per thread. The major advantage of wavefront path tracing is the improved thread coherence, since threads are at the same computation stage, but at the cost of increased global memory I/O and kernel launches. As a result (Fig. 9), we see wavefront path tracing achieving twice the performance compared to mega-kernels on the M1 Max GPU, which is more sensitive to thread divergence. However, small or negative improvements are observed on the newer hardware RTX-3080Ti, possibly due to the 2nd-generation RTX cores with optimized hardware scheduling and the ability of concurrent shading and tracing.

Notably, the wavefront model appears more profitable in the spectral rendering cases, where the computation requires more registers and is more likely to cause register spilling in mega-kernels. By contrast, the wavefront implementation splits the rendering process into smaller kernels and thus alleviates the register pressure.

8.3.3 De-virtualization. In this experiment we showcase the performance benefit of de-virtualization as mentioned in Sec. 4.4, one of the most important optimizations enabled by our system. De-virtualizing polymorphic function calls drastically reduces branches and register pressure caused by dynamic dispatching. As shown in Fig. 10, this optimization reduces rendering time by up to 39%.

8.3.4 Command scheduling. As discussed in Sec. 5.3, our framework can automatically schedule commands within a command buffer based on the resource usage information in kernels and commands. The algorithm re-groups non-dependent commands into sub-lists and submits them to the device at once, which potentially reduces resource barriers and state changes and improves hardware utilization. In Fig. 11, we compare the rendering time with and without (i.e., fencing each command into individual lists) automatic command reordering. The results show that command scheduling reduces rendering time by up to 19%.

8.3.5 Preparation time. Our renderer has to go through a few preparation steps before rendering a scene, which mainly include

1. Scene loading, where scene files are parsed and required plugins (e.g., shapes, cameras, and integrators) are loaded;
2. Pipeline creation that creates devices resources (e.g., buffers, textures, and meshes) and uploads data to them;
3. Shader compilation that generates backend-specific shader code from kernel ASTs and compiles it to executable shaders that are also optionally cached for future use; and on
4. Shader cache hit, i.e., when compilation cache is found for a shader, we can skip the compilation step.

We measure and list the detailed time of each step in Table 1 for the Coffee scene. When cache is not available, shader compilation takes up most of the time. Compilation on CUDA, DirectX, and LLVM is decently fast. The ISPC backend is much slower at compiling shaders but the time is significantly reduced with cache. Aside
Fig. 6. Time (in seconds) to render 7 different scenes with different renderers in all combined integrator and spectrum configurations. Solid-colored and striped bars refer to the mega-kernel and wavefront modes, respectively. All scenes are rendered on an i9-9900K (CPU) or RTX-3080Ti (GPU) with 8 bounces and 1024spp. The Coffee scene is at 1200 x 1800 and other scenes are at 1080p. Results with 16 bounces are included in the supplemental material.
these backends, Metal has a system-controlled compilation cache and thus is not included in the table.

Fig. 7. Average iteration time (in seconds, lower is better) to optimize the albedo textures of the wallpaper and the decorative paintings on the wall on CUDA using an $L_2$ objective function. The scene is rendered in RGB at 720 × 1280 pixels with 512 spp per forward/backward pass. Both renderers use the CUDA backends on RTX-2080Ti with the mega-kernel mode. The $L_2$ error between the final image (d) after 199 iterations and the target image (a) is shown in (e).

Fig. 8. Frame time of MPM 3D and SDF Renderer, relative to the native CUDA implementations. Lower is better. MPM 3D simulates 256 iterations with 25 steps per iteration. SDF Renderer runs at 1280 × 720 pixels. Both programs run on RTX-3080Ti with display disabled.

Fig. 9. Rendering time (in seconds) of Staircase on different platforms and backends. The scene is rendered with 8 bounces and 1024 spp at 1080 × 1920.

Fig. 10. Rendering time (in seconds) on RTX-3080Ti with or without de-virtualization. All scenes are spectrally rendered on CUDA with 8 bounces and 1024 spp at 1080p.

Fig. 11. Rendering time (in seconds) on RTX-3080Ti with or without automatic command scheduling. All scenes are rendered in RGB on DirectX with 8 bounces and 1024 spp at 1080p.

8.3.6 Scalability. To test the scalability of our renderer, we stress it with varying numbers of objects, light sources, and unique material instances, respectively. In each test, we fix other parameters except the corresponding testees, and measure the compilation and rendering time. Specifically, in the light test, there are 400 objects assigned 20 materials, and we increase the number of lights from 20 to 1000 and assign 15 emissive surface profiles to them. In the material test, there are 15 lights each with a unique profile and 400 objects to which we increasingly assign 5 to 200 unique material instances. In the object test, we fix the number of lights to 15, each with a
unique profile, and the number of material instances to 20. The objects count from 100 to 1000, assigned the 20 material instances. In all cases, a sphere mesh is used for objects. We arrange them in a 10 × 10 × 10 array by filling the x, z, and y axes in order.

The results are shown in Fig. 12, from which we have the following interesting observations:

- The wavefront mode is more efficient than mega-kernel for relatively large numbers of lights, materials, and objects, due to the reduced thread divergence and register pressure;
- The compilation and rendering time is insensitive to the numbers of lights with fixed numbers of objects, material instances, and emissive surface profiles;
- The compilation time increases linearly with the number of material instances that add dynamic branches to the pipeline, while the rendering time grows steadily; and
- The rendering time has a relatively obvious growth with the object counts, which possibly results from the deeper BVHs and the longer paths before the rays exit the scene due to the increased inter-reflections between objects.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present LuisaRender, a high-performance rendering framework for modern stream architectures, with the objective to seek balance between unification, programmability, and performance. The framework features an expressive DSL embedded in modern C++ to ease kernel authoring, a unified runtime with user-friendly resource wrappers to hide device-specific and low-level details, and multiple backends on different devices and graphics APIs. We also implement a cross-platform Monte Carlo renderer on the framework. As demonstrated in the experiments, it achieves significantly higher performance on modern graphics hardware than state-of-the-art open-source renderers.

We plan to further improve the usability of our framework on different platforms and use scenarios by supporting more backends in the future. Example can be a Vulkan backend for even better controllability and portability across multiple GPU platforms, or a proxy backend for remote and/or distributed computation. As gradient-based research prevailed in recent years, functionalities of automatic differentiation may also be added to our framework, to support the research and development of differentiable rendering systems and deep learning systems. Other optimizations and improvements for domain-specific usages are also possible, e.g.,

support for sparse data structures in physical simulation. In addition, the Python frontend may be further exploited, to supply an easy-to-use high-performance computing framework to a broader audience other than rendering, potentially packing interoperability with machine learning packages in Python (e.g., PyTorch [Paszke et al. 2019]).
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